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Abstract
Since the 1980s, carbon fullerene materials have been investigated for medical applications in humans. Fullerene materials are

composed of carbon atoms and are compatible with the human body. They reduce free radicals in cells, provide anti-inflammatory
effects, and inhibit tumor growth in the body. However, the primary antioxidant benefit of fullerene materials might be through the
activation of Nrf2. Nanocarbon onion-like fullerene (NOLF) materials have a high surface area to volume ratio, making them viable for
transportation in the cardiovascular system. These NOLF materials regulate the effects of free radicals in humans and animals, reduc-

ing tumor formation. They aid in targeted drug delivery systems for various conditions, such as cancer therapy. However, nanocarbon
onion-like fullerene materials’ safety, manufacture and dosage should be further evaluated and established for their therapeutic use
in humans [1].
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Introduction
Carbon-based nanomaterials have been investigated since the discovery of the fullerene C60 by Curl and Kroto in 1985. Such nanoma-

terials include carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nanodiamonds and carbon nano-horns. Later on, scientists found a way to isolate gram quantities of fullerene compounds into carbon nano-onions (CNOs) or nanocarbon onion-like fullerenes (NOLFs). These substances are multi-

layered fullerene materials comprised of closed carbon shells in the form of a sphere [2]. They have a polyhedral shape. Their structure
represents an onion, hence their name. NOLF materials have been applied in various medical specialties owing to their properties and
characteristics [3]. This paper focuses on the experimental application of NOLF materials in the human cardiovascular system. Also, the
paper summarizes the benefits as well as adverse effects of using these materials.

Carbon nano-onions differ in specific aspects, such as size, morphology, and chemical composition. These aspects are dependent on the

method of synthesis. The most common method used to synthesize carbon nano-onions is the graphitization of nano-diamonds, usually at
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a temperature of more than 1700 degrees [4]. The resultant carbon onions are relatively small and can be used in numerous applications

in, the biomedical field. Their sufficiently small size allows them to be carried easily in the cardiovascular system [4]. Also, carbon nanoonions show high biocompatibility, allowing them to integrate with other biological components for maximum effect.

Discussion

The biocompatibility of nanocarbon onion-like fullerene (NOLF) materials
The actions of NOLFs on the cardiovascular system arise from their chemical and physical properties. Such properties include high

solubility, transportation ability, and thermal stability [2]. NOLFs have a high surface area to volume ratio making them viable for transportation in the cardiovascular system. Also, the materials have high cellular intake and low level of cytotoxicity [4]. They also exhibit low
inflammatory potential compared to other forms of carbon nano-materials, such as nano-tubes.
Targeted drug-delivery properties of NOLFs

NOLFs are utilized in a targeted drug delivery system for various medical conditions, such as in cancer therapy. Other applications

include biological imaging and delivery of therapeutic agents. In the cardiovascular system, NOLFs are used as drug carriers or delivery

vehicles. Fullerene materials are used to detect a defect in the cardiovascular system. The materials then transfer the drug to the specific
site, making it easier to cure or treat cardiovascular diseases. Their use in drug delivery systems is enabled by the external graphite layers
that protect the substances being transported [4].

The application of NOLFs in the cardiovascular system is favored due to a number of factors. NOLFs’ small size allows them to func-

tion as carriers for drugs and agents to be delivered in the cardiovascular system. Since they are small in size, they can easily be carried

throughout the cardiovascular system. The small size is also a key factor in the increased mobility of these materials. Their high surface

area to volume ratio allows for surface modification and multi-functionalization [5]. NOLFs also possess the ability to be easily functionalized which makes them excellent intracellular transporters.

Pros and cons of fullerenes’ application in the human body and cardiovascular system
The application of NOLFs has several benefits as well as adverse effects. One benefit attributed to the use of fullerene materials is

their ability to target a specified location. This application has been adopted widely in cancer therapies to remove tumors and is gaining

widespread use in treating and managing specific cardiovascular conditions. The materials are used to locate a specific defect in the cardiovascular system, making it easy to treat. Also, fullerenes display favorable characteristics, such as high solubility, that enhance their ap-

plication in treating medical conditions. NOLFs can be used in imaging and sensing, as well as therapeutic interventions [3]. Experiments

that have used fullerene materials for treatment have shown notable success, paving the way for further application of these materials in
treating diseases that pose a considerable risk to human life.

Among any adverse effects, specific fullerene materials have low solubility in organic and aqueous solvents. This poor solubility is due

to strong intermolecular interactions, such as the Van-der-Waals bonds [4]. Some studies have raised concerns about the toxic levels of
carbon nano-onions. Some scientists claim that specific fullerene materials result in have high toxic levels that limit their effectiveness
and use in medical conditions [3]. However, more research is ongoing to ensure that NOLFs and variegated fullerene materials are utilized
to their maximum benefits.

Conclusion

Nanocarbon onion-like fullerene materials have proven to be constructs for intracellular transport in various systems of the body,

attributable to their size, homogeneity, and purity compared to other forms of carbon nano-materials. The materials have been used in
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targeted drug delivery systems, therapeutic imaging, and interventions. Further research is underway to investigate the full potential of
NOLFs as avenues for the transportation of therapeutic and imaging agents, and their application in the human cardiovascular system.

Also, further research on the potential beneficial effects and possible adverse effects of fullerene materials in human cells or tissues
should be conducted to confirm or deny any medical advantages associated with their chemical structures and properties [1].
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Supplementary Note

This paper, as a mini-review, is designed as a brief introduction to nanocarbon onion-like fullerenes (NOLFs), regarding their applica-

tion in cardiovascular medicine. Other articles have been or will be published on the application of NOLFs in the respiratory system, digestive system, neurological system, veterinary medicine, agriculture, pharmacology and toxicology, and other topics. These distinct mini-

review articles could have been combined into a much lengthier review or research article. However, to have done so, the subject matter
would have resulted in only one publication in one journal, to the exclusion of other medical specialties. The purpose of these papers

is to disseminate the purported biocompatibility and beneficial effects of NOLFs to the broadest audience of students, researchers, and

medical practitioners as possible. The authors hope that the introduction to NOLFs’ application in various and diverse disciplines spawns
curiosity and research regarding NOLFs and fullerene materials. Fullerene materials seem poised to become a vital part of the future of
medicine, veterinary medicine, and agriculture. However, more research is needed to determine any adverse effects of their long-term use.

Also, the NOLF manufacturing process requires standardization to provide consistent quality and batch samples. Dosage and duration of
treatment with fullerene materials for specific conditions need to be established by evidence-based research.
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